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“Delegates, 

Members of the board, 

Skapi priateli – Staveyte y merhaba, 

 

We are facing difficult times in Bulgaria, where corruption is high, media freedom  is 

threatened, and investment climate is eroding. 

As Ilhan has pointed out, there is a lack of trust and hope, especially in time when the Prime 

Minister is lying to the Bulgarian people on TV. 

These times call for liberal answers to re-establish trust and hope. 

In these times, it is the role of MDPS to be the laboratory for the future of the party and of 

society. You need to think ahead, be critical, and define what the future should look like in 

your home, in my home, in our home Bulgaria. 

For this, you have a great asset, you President Ilhan. Not only as MEP, but as Vice President 

of ALDE! 

Together with him, you can build a strong, liberal future for DPS. 

DPS needs to be a role model for Europe, especially in these times of conflict. When the fear 

is taking over, when terrorist and nationalist attempts to divide us and attack our values. In 

these times, Ilhan supported the German liberals from FDP during the election, speaking to 

our Turkish friends in Germany.  

In Bulgaria, people need to be reminded of what DPS stands for. 

There is a painting in the board room of DPS that define its principles: Freedom, Tolerance, 

Responsibility. 

My friends, you are the future of DPS, you are the future of Bulgaria. We are here to support 

you and reach out our hand to you. Let us build a better Bulgaria, a Bulgaria of Freedom, 

Tolerance and Responsibility. 

Thank you.” 


